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Climate Response Group
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10.30am
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Mtg for Worship
Mtg for Worship
Churches Together
Mtg for Worship
Book Club at 56 Broomy Hill
Experiment with Light

Picnic lunch
Business Meeting
see below
Picnic lunch
‘Cider with Rosie’

L. Lee

Suggestions to submit to QFP Revision Committee

Mtg for Worship
Area Meeting at Ross on Wye
Mtg for Worship
Picnic Lunch
Mtg for Worship
Mtg for Worship
Picnic lunch
Experiment with Light
Mtg for Worship
Childrens Mtg / Shared Lunch/Food Bank

Unless otherwise stated meetings will be held at Quaker Meeting House, 21 King Street, Hereford

Area

Meeting Dates

Churches together in Hereford

th

July 14
Ross
Sept 14th Abergavenny
Nov 9th
Hereford
Help is needed with organisation of
AM on Nov 9th Please contact Ruth S.
if you can offer some.

invite you to a
Quiz Trail on July 9th
walking around Old Bodenham seeking out
its history and curiosities.

In essentials unity

Meet at 6.30am, in the car park by Bodenham
Primary school to collect your quiz papers.
If this is not for you, come and join us for supper at
Bodenham Chapel at about 7.45pm.

In non- essentials liberty

Book CluB

In all things charity

Aug.
Sept

Kilvert’s Diary -

Kilvert

‘Why be Happy when you Could be Normal’ - Winterson

Yearly Meeting Epistle, 2019
Loving greetings to Friends everywhere.
Our themes have encouraged us to look through the lens of privilege at climate justice and at diversity and inclusion.
The opening session was one of tenderness and love. We heard about the need to be a trusting and trusted
community, sharing our insights and experience, perhaps bringing to light what has been hidden. In their
introduction, our Clerks acknowledged that we are confronting difficult and potentially alienating topics. There is a
risk of becoming mired in introspection and failing to address the challenges presented to us.
Each of us is at a different stage of this journey and has different understandings of the issues involved. The word
‘privilege’ has been used in two distinct ways this weekend: as a blessing we experience and as the unearned
advantages a person can inherit from birth and/or accumulate over time. This has brought some frustrations. Our
identities are complex and multifaceted. We need to be aware of the ways in which we can simultaneously have
and lack privilege.
The words of Junior Yearly Meeting (JYM) frame the challenge we face: ‘We recognise the exclusion we may create
is not intentional but it doesn’t mean we aren’t responsible for it. There is a feeling Quakers are passively inclusive.
Our testimony to equality makes us ‘complacent’. (from JYM minute 1)
We need to be gentle with Friends who feel uncertain about how to engage, whilst moving with a sense of urgency,
knowing that these issues are an everyday source of pain for some of us.
Over 1,200 Friends have participated. Our twin themes have been woven together in main sessions, parallel
sessions, special interest groups, programmed and unprogrammed worship, across different age groups and in the
buzz of our shared spaces. The children’s programme focused on Caring and Including.
Exploring the themes worshipfully through dance and singing has been a gentle way to make friends and build our
spiritual community.
During our time together, we’ve shed tears of joy, of emotion and of sadness. We are thankful to Friends who were
able to share the riches and vulnerabilities in their life stories. Listening to these stories in the Spirit helps us to
reflect on how we need to change.
‘There is nothing that age, experience and status can do to pre-judge where and how the Light will appear’. (Quaker
faith & practice, 23.32)
We recognise that the Light may not be warm and comfortable but be a spotlight exposing our vulnerability,
complicity and fear. It is from such discomfort, even being broken, that spiritual growth can come alive. We want to
stay with the struggle and hold the tension.
Guilt and shame emerged as strong themes in our opening worship: guilt for what we’ve done and shame for who
we are and for what we’ve inherited. By sitting with overwhelming feelings we have the hope of transformation:
anger and fear can become passion and love. Helplessness can trigger us to learn. Accountability and responsibility
can guide us to make changes in our lives. In the Swarthmore Lecture, “On earth as it is in heaven, the kingdom
God and the yearning of creation”, we were challenged that the more we give ourselves over, the more we are
given.
We have heard how our sense of being ‘Quakerly’ can itself be a barrier. As Quakers, we are not called simply to
be good – how instead, in our frailty, are we called to live faithfully?

Somewhere between right and wrong is a garden. I will meet you there. (Rumi)
Let us begin to understand what it means to be in unity with others and with the whole of
creation, acting out of love rather than duty or fear. It’s all about Love.
Signed in and on behalf of Britain Yearly Meeting; Clare Scott Booth - Clerk

Reflections on Yearly Meeting
This is just a very personal reaction to the experience of being at Yearly Meeting. For me
this was a first visit as an adult. I have good memories of being at Yearly Meeting when I was
a student but have not made it since until this year. Apart from a general feeling of wishing to
be at our national gathering I was particularly draw by knowing time would be given to
talking about our collective response to the climate crisis and also to all the issues
surrounding privilege.
I was not disappointed! The epistle is also included in this newsletter and is an excellent
summary conveying the feeling of the meeting very well, and you can find more detailed
reports on the national Quaker website. The special interest sessions which I gained the
most from were those led by Laurie Michaelis and we will be sharing some of his slides both
in preparing the display for Night of the Churches and in our next Tuesday evening meeting of
the Climate Response Group.
Overall it was an amazing experience for me to feel so comfortable in such a large group of
people where I knew very few people personally. I found, as I have found before in the
much smaller setting of Woodbrooke, that it is great to be able to find so much common
ground so quickly with an individual whom you have never met before. I do not plan to wait
so long before returning.
Jane Straker

In the materials we were asked to consider before this Yearly Meeting the word privilege
was the one we focused on. To me the enormity of the definition and the possibilities of
interpretation, gave an unusual feeling of expectation. So, the first session began with an air
of gathered peace but excitement as we listened to the two Friends who shared their
personal stories around this theme. Both spoke about their experiences in the Society and
in their families and at work. We heard from one of them that her Meeting had expressed a
negative reaction to her overweight. This was such a shocking revelation that the listening
gathering were stunned and I hope humbled. The rest of the weekend continued with more
heartfelt sharing. We were challenged to be more aware of our privileges, which we may
take for granted.
If you were not there, or even if you were, and would like to remind yourself and read
some of the powerful words spoken, go to quaker.org.uk/ym/documents. There are a
number of videos which bring it all to life. I commend this to you.
Anyone who would like to discuss privilege further, I picked up a tool kit for action entitled
Owning power and privilege. This contains many ideas and suggestions for further discussion
on this topical subject.
Susanna Grunsell

An Introduction and Invitation from Andy Evans
Jane and I would like to extend our thanks to everyone for the welcome we have received since we
started attending Hereford Quakers in October 2018. It has felt like ‘coming home’ to a faith
tradition committed to making a difference in the world.
In the small everyday things and in our larger commitments we each practice our faith in our own
way. Like many of us, I have tried to do so in the so-called ‘secular’ world of work, playing my small
part in addressing concerns shared by Quakers. Over the years, I have also explored how other
people put their faith to work in the world today. This has included research in Uganda as well at
home in the UK. Consequently, at the ripe age of 50, I am currently a doctoral student in the
Department of Theology and Religious Studies at the University of Wales in Lampeter.
Attending Quakers has confirmed my growing sense that the experiences of Friends can offer
profound insights into the role of faith in contemporary culture. Therefore, with your agreement, I
would like to invite Friends to participate in a research project approved and supervised by the
University of Wales.
If willing to do so, local Friends can help by simply sharing their stories with me. By listening to
others and participating fully, I hope to learn how, in their various ways, Friends express and live-out
their faith. A written account will, I expect, make a valuable contribution to current scholarship on
contemporary religion. But I trust that it might also prove to be a useful exercise for Friends too:
especially at a time when Quakers in Britain are in a self-reflective mode. To this end, I will
coordinate my efforts with colleagues at Woodbrooke and Friends House.
I would of course be glad to chat with Friends about this project and to hear your thoughts. If you
have any questions or are willing to be involved I would be delighted to hear from you.
In Friendship, - Andy Evans
Postgraduate research student
Mob: 07909 117250

University of Wales, Trinity Saint David (Lampeter)

E-mail: rest.limited2@gmail.com

Dear Friends,

17 June 2019

I am sorry to have to tell you that Peter Coleridge died on 12th June. He was a very active
member of Llandrindod and Pales Local Meeting for many years.
There will be a private cremation attended by his family this week and a funeral at Cwmberwn,
his home with his wife Angela, on Saturday 27th July at 3 pm. The funeral will include the
scattering of his ashes under the old oak tree there. There will be refreshments afterwards. If
you would like to attend please let Angela know and either send memories of Peter to share or
bring them with you.
In Friendship,

Rohan Lewis

How Lifelines Began
by founder Jan Arriens

Lifelines is a charity founded by our
Friend Jan Arriens in 1988. It supports
and befriends prisoners on Death Row
throughout the USA. It is the first
established organisation of its kind, and
has spread to include members from
all over the world. We are a small
charity in terms of financial strength. We
make annual losses and rely upon
generous one-off donations in wills to
ensure our longevity without increasing
our membership fees (which now remain
static for a decade). We own no assets,
we have no paid employees and we run
an extremely ‘tight ship’ financially.
They have a quarterly publication,
”The Wing of Friendship” which
provides information and articles of
interest . It is for this publication we
are being asked for contributions.
Lifelines is in urgent need of publishing
software so they can continue to
distribute- The Wing- to over 1,000
AAaAppeal
prisoners
onfor
death row, every 3
months. I know this is an unusual
request but one that will help the
charity continue its valuable support
for these prisoners. The treasurer has
told me that any help we can provide
towards this practical, attainable and
highly important purpose would be
met with the greatest appreciation.
Susanna Grunsell

In November 1987 I happened to see a BBC documentary called
Fourteen Days in May (please see our YouTube link below) about
the execution of Edward Earl Johnson in Mississippi. This quietly
spoken, thoughtful young man was widely liked and respected. No
one, from the warden to the chaplains to the other prisoners,
wanted him to die. The agonizing inevitability of his execution was
dreadful enough, but as well as this there was the totally
unexpected humanity of the other prisoners interviewed in the
film. I wrote to thank them for what they had said. All three
replied. Their names were Leo Edwards, Sam Johnson and John
Irving.
The letters were articulate and deeply felt. I soon realised that I
could not write properly to all three and shared them with friends.
LifeLines had begun.
Amnesty International in London enthusiastically supported the
idea of a letter-writing organisation. My Quaker meeting organized
a fundraising event, which led to an article in the local newspaper.
From that I learned that Clive Stafford Smith, the English lawyer in
the BBC film, came from a village half an hour's drive away. We
met in summer 1988. The journalist who wrote the article,
Merrilyn Thomas, was so inspired by the subject that she wrote a
book on Edward Earl entitled Life on Death Row.
An article in the Quaker weekly The Friend in 1988 with excerpts
from Sam Johnson's letters attracted 25 letter writers. The article
in the Cambridge Evening News produced a similar number of
volunteers. We now had a small organisation, and Clive suggested
names of prisoners for us to write to in Mississippi, Georgia and
Alabama. We had found a marvellous secretary in Tori Ross (then
Burbridge), who started our newsletter, The Wing of Friendship.
In 1990 we held our first conference, in Cambridge. The speaker
was the producer and director of Fourteen days in May, Paul
Hamann. That led to an article in a national newspaper, in
response to which over 200 people volunteered to write.
The organization came into being through an extraordinary series
of coincidences, with the right people coming forward at the right
time. There was a sense of rightness and a remarkable flow of
energy. Above all, however, LifeLines survived because of what
the prisoners brought to it. As in the film, we discovered that the
discards of US society were human beings who, precisely because
they had been through so much, had a great deal to offer and were
longing to share.
Jan Arriens is a member of Clun Valley Meeting.

Appeal for July

This account is taken from Lifelines web-site.
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